Grading guidelines for presentation 3

Team: Presentation Time: Project:

**Online Documentation and CD** – 24 hours before presentation including original documents and ppt slides for pres 3, date time of documents clearly available

- 10 pts – all doc available, web page is easy to use, pres 6 doc is easy to find
- 5 pts – most doc is available

**Introduction** of each team member and overview of project

- 5 pts – team members are introduced and a short overview of the project is given

**Time Logs and Effort Evaluation** including pie chart of relative effort (time in minutes) and pie chart of lines of code by each team member and bar charts of team effort versus weeks during the semester

- 10 pts – all team members’ time logs are up to date and the presentation is complete
- 5 pts – most team members’ time logs are up to date and the presentation is complete
- 2 pts – some team members’ time logs are up to date

**Design** including object models and interaction diagrams for common scenarios

- 15 pts – design is complete and understandable; presentation is exceptional and clear
- 10 pts – design is complete and understandable; presentation is good
- 5 pts – design is complete

**Source Code** including comments for each class indicating description of class and the one primary coder.

- 25 pts – excellent coding style, excellent comments, excellent variable names
- 15 pts – the code is clean and well commented as indicated above
- 5 pts – the code is well commented

**User Manual** including instructions on installation if appropriate, use and error messages

- 15 pts – excellent users manual
- 10 pts – the user manual is complete and easy to understand and use
- 5 pts – there is a separate users manual

**Testing** including descriptions and dates of test completed, coverage criterion used

- 25 pts – the team can show that higher coverage criterion was accomplished
- 15 pts – the team can show that C0 coverage was accomplished
- 5 pts – the team’s documentation indicates when tests were run and the results

**Demonstration of project**

- 35 pts – exceptional demonstration of capabilities
- 25 pts – the team can convincingly demonstrate that the project works
- 15 pts – demonstrate all functionality with at most one failure
- 5 pts – demonstrate some of the functionality with only few failures

**Professionalism**

- 5 pts - presentation is well organized, all materials are available for presentation, all team members are present and dressed up for the presentation
- 3 pts – presentation is well organized, all materials are available for presentation

**Check sheet**

- 5 pts – a hard copy of this form is turned in 24 hr before the presentation with an entry in each category circled showing the team’s preparation.

Requests for variances from this evaluation form must be proposed in writing one week before the presentation.